Generalized estimating equations (GEE) is one of the most commonly used methods for marginal regression analysis of longitudinal data, especially with discrete outcomes. The GEE method models the association among the responses of a subject through a working correlation matrix and correct specification of the working correlation structure ensures efficient estimation of the regression parameters. This study proposes a predicted residual sum of squares (PRESS) statistic as a working correlation selection criterion in GEE. An extensive simulation study is designed to assess the performance of the proposed GEE PRESS criterion and to compare its performance with well-known existing criteria in the literature. The results show that the GEE PRESS criterion has better performance than the weighted error sum of squares SC criterion in all cases and is comparable with that of other existing criteria when the true working correlation structure is AR(1) or exchangeable. Lastly, the working correlation selection criteria are illustrated with the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults study.
Introduction
Longitudinal studies arise from repeated measurements on a given response for the same subjects over time. Longitudinal studies are conducted in different fields such as clinical trials, epidemiology, behavioural sciences, econometrics and so on. Generalized estimating equations (GEE) [12] is one of the most commonly used methods for marginal analysis of longitudinal data, especially with discrete responses. In particular, GEE, which does not require specification of a joint distribution for the repeated measurements of a subject, estimates a generalized linear model for the marginal mean of each measurement of the subject. The method of GEE further models the correlation within the repeated measurements of the response of a subject through a working correlation matrix, such as first-order autoregressive (AR(1)), exchangeable (Exch), and unstructured (UN) correlation matrices.
Irrespective of whether or not the working correlation structure type is correctly specified, the GEE approach produces consistent estimates for regression parameters, with a correctly specified marginal mean model [12] . However, correct specification of the working correlation structure ensures efficient estimation of the regression parameters within the class of linear unbiased estimating equations. For this reason, developing methods for working correlation structure selection in GEE analysis, conditional on the correctly specified marginal mean model, has been an active area of research and, in turn, several criteria for working correlation structure selection in GEE analysis have been proposed.
Pan [14] proposed the quasi-likelihood information criterion (QIC), an extension of the most commonly used model selection criterion for classical linear regression, the Akaike's information criterion. Hin and Wang [7] modified QIC to propose the correlation information criterion (CIC) and found that it improves correlation structure selection relative to the QIC. QIC and CIC contrast the empirical covariance matrix for the regression parameters to the model-based covariance matrix that assumes independence. Rotnitzky and Jewell [21] introduced the criterion labeled RJ and Gosho et al. [5] found that neither RJ criterion or QIC is superior to the other. Shults and Chaganty [22] proposed a criterion named SC for working correlation structure selection that minimizes the weighted residual sum of squares of the response vector. Shults et al. [23] found that RJ criterion performed better than SC criterion in selecting the correlation structure in analyzing correlated binary responses. Gosho et al. [5] proposed a criterion that is a function that contrasts the unweighted sum of squares, or empirical covariance matrix of the response vector, with the model-based covariance of the responses. In their simulation study, their criterion was compared with CIC, QIC, RJ, and SC criteria and none was found best for all cases considered.
The aim of this study is twofold. First, we propose a predicted residual sum of squares (PRESS) statistic for selection of working correlation structure in GEE analysis, where the particular form of the proposed PRESS criterion is similar to the SC criterion, with a different weight matrix. Afterwards, we design an extensive simulation study and compare the performance of the proposed PRESS criterion with several existing criteria such as CIC, QIC, RJ, and SC for balanced and unbalanced longitudinal data with discrete responses (e.g., binary and Poisson outcomes) under several working correlation structures such as Exch, AR(1), and UN.
The subsequent sections of the paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, GEE analysis and existing working correlation structure selection criteria are briefly reviewed. In Section 3, a PRESS statistic for GEE is introduced and its connections to prediction error and cluster-deletion diagnostics are presented. Section 4 contains the simulation study evaluating the performance of the PRESS statistic relative to other criteria in selecting the working correlation structure for balanced and unbalanced longitudinal data with discrete responses in marginal regression models estimated with GEE. Section 5 presents the application of PRESS statistic to analysis of smoking trends within the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study. Finally, Section 6 states limitations of the current work, and proposes future research.
Overview of GEE and existing working correlation structure selection criteria in GEE
In this section, we give a brief overview of the GEE method and several commonly used working correlation structure selection criteria in the literature.
Overview of GEE
Suppose that there are N subjects (i = 1, . . . , N ) in a longitudinal study and each subject is observed at times t = 1, . . . , n i . For the ith subject, let y i = (y i1 , . . . , y ini ) ′ be the n i -dimensional response vector and X i be the corresponding covariate matrix of order n i × p. Let the marginal mean response vector for the ith subject be given by E(y i |X i ) = µ i and g(µ i ) = X ′ i β, where β = (β 1 , . . . , β p ) ′ is vector of regression parameters and g(·) is the link function (e.g., logit and log link functions are used for binary and Poisson responses, respectively). Assume that the n i × n i -dimensional working covariance matrix of response vector for the ith subject is defined as:
where φ is a positive-valued scale parameter and is equal to 1 when there is no overdispersion in the response, A i = diag{h(µ i1 ), . . . , h(µ ini )} is a diagonal matrix, h(·) is the variance function (e.g., for binary responses h(µ it ) = µ it (1 − µ it ) and for Poisson responses h(µ it ) = µ it ), and R i = R i (α) is the working correlation matrix representing the association between the repeated measurements of the outcome for a subject, which is completely specified by the finite-dimensional parameter vector α.
The estimate of the regression parameters β can be obtained by solving the generalized estimating equations:
where D i = ∂µ i /∂β is a matrix of order n i ×p. Given the method of moment estimates of α and φ, the iterative Fisher-Scoring (F-S) algorithm for estimating β can be defined as follows:
where r is the iteration number. Note that α and φ are estimated through the method of moments using Pearson residuals repeatedly within the iterative F-S algorithm. For large N , the estimatorβ follows an asymptotic p-variate normal distribution with mean vector β and covariance matrix:
sandwich (which is also named as robust or empirical) covariance estimator forβ is obtained by replacing Cov(y i ) by (y i − µ i )(y i − µ i ) ′ in J such that:
It is well-known that the consistency and asymptotic normality ofβ hold even if R i is mis-specified. However, when R i is correctly specified, then Cov(y i ) = V i and Σ reduces to the model-based (which is also named as naive) covariance estimator M −1 .
Overview of existing GEE working correlation structure selection criteria
The quasi-likelihood information criterion (QIC) [14] can be defined as follows:
where QL(β,φ) is the quasi-likelihood function (e.g., it isφ
y i log(μ i )−μ i for binary and Poisson outcomes, respectively)
iDi . The terms QL(β,φ),M I , andΣ are evaluated at the values ofβ,α, andφ under the assumed working correlation matrix.
The correlation information criterion (CIC) [7] , which uses the trace term of QIC only, can be defined as follows:
whereM I andΣ are evaluated at the values ofβ,α, andφ under the assumed working correlation matrix.
On the other hand, Rotnitzky and Jewell [21] used the expression Q =MΣ to define three criteria for selecting the true correlation structure:
where p is the dimension of the regression parameter β. The termsM andΣ correspond to M and Σ evaluated at the values ofβ,α, andφ under the assumed working correlation matrix. Finally, the SC criterion [22] can be expressed as follows:
whereμ i andV i are evaluated at the values ofβ,α, andφ under the assumed working correlation matrix. Working correlation structure selection is based on the premise that smaller values of QIC, CIC, SC, | RJ1-1 |, | RJ2 − 1 |, and | DBAR | lead to a better working correlation structure.
A PRESS statistic for working correlation selection in GEE
A second class of working correlation structure selection criterion in GEE analysis is based on the weighted error sum of squares i e ′ i W i e i , where e i = y i − µ i and W i is a weight matrix. Shults and Chaganty [22] 
to propose the SC criterion in equation 1, hypothesizing that the correct working correlation structure should minimize the error sums of squares weighted by the inverse of the working covariance structure. However, the reason for its poor performance relative to other criteria [23] is because V i is a biased estimator of Cov(e i ); a better estimator is 
Furthermore, H i appears in GEE regression diagnostics that approximate the change inβ due to cluster-deletion [6, 17] .
Using the weight matrix
, a GEE PRESS Criterion (GPC) for working correlation structure selection, which approximates
i , is given as follows:
whereê i = (y i −μ i ), andμ i ,Ĥ i , andV i are evaluated at the values ofβ,α, andφ under the assumed working correlation matrix. Appendix A provides further rationale for GPC as a working correlation selection criterion by showing that it also approximates
) is the corrected PRESS residual vector corresponding to the ith cluster withβ (i) being the estimate of β that is estimated without the ith cluster, i.e. with (N − 1) clusters/subjects. The GPC shares the attractive feature of GEE cluster-deletion diagnostics DBETA (defined in the appendix) in that they are computationally fast formula not requiring further iteration beyond convergence of the usual iterative reweighted least squares algorithm [18] . For independent observations (equivalently, n i = 1 for all i), the identity link (i.e., L i = 1), and constant variance (i.e., h(µ i ) = 1), GPC reduces to the PRESS statistic for multiple linear regression
Simulation study
In this section, we carry out an extensive simulation study to compare performance of the proposed GPC with several working correlation selection criteria (CIC, DBAR, QIC, RJ1, RJ2, and SC) in terms of proportion of selecting the true working correlation structure in longitudinal data under different scenarios and we discuss the results of the simulation study.
Simulation design
Specifically, we evaluate the criteria in four main simulation scenarios: S1. Longitudinal binary data with equal number of time points, S2. Longitudinal binary data with unequal number of time points, S3. Longitudinal count data with equal number of time points, and S4. Longitudinal count data with unequal number of time points.
For scenarios 1 and 2, we assume that the response y it , corresponding to the tth observation of the ith subject, follows a Bernoulli distribution with marginal mean µ it , which depends on the covariates x 1 and x 2 via a logit link function according to the following model:
where the covariates x 1i and x 2it are both binary, generated from Bernoulli(0.5). In defining the mean function, x 1 is a subject-specific covariate, i.e., it takes the same value for all the observations within a subject, and x 2 is a time-specific covariate, i.e., it takes different values over the observations of a subject. In other words, x 1 and x 2 can be considered as time-independent and time-dependent covariates, respectively. True values of the regression parameters used in the simulation are β 0 = 1, β 1 = 0.38, and β 2 = 0.35. The true values of the regression coefficients are selected so that proportion of ones in the response variable is around 50%. For scenarios 3 and 4, we assume that the response y it , corresponding to the tth observation of the ith subject, follows a Poisson distribution with marginal mean µ it , which depends on the covariates x 1 and x 2 via a log link function according to the following model:
where the covariates x 1i and x 2it are as defined in equation 3. True values of the regression parameters used in the simulation are β 0 = 1, β 1 = 0.20, and β 2 = 0.40.
The true values of the regression coefficients are selected so that overall mean of counts is 3.5. Under each scenario, two different sample sizes (N = 50 and 100) are investigated. For the scenarios with equal number of time points, n i is equal to 5 for all subjects. For the scenarios with unequal number of time points, n i for each subject randomly takes a value from the set {3, 4, 5} with corresponding probabilities {0.15, 0.15, 0.7}. This approach assumes that every subject has measurements observed at first three time points (e.g., 1, 2, and 3) and 70% of the subjects are fully observed at five time points, 15% of the subjects are fully observed at first four time points, and 15% of the subjects are fully observed at first three time points. Furthermore, for each scenario, three different true working correlation structures, AR(1), Exch, and UN are investigated with two different degree of within-subject correlation values (α = 0.2 and 0.4). For the UN correlation structure, the correlation between the observations at t and t ′ time points is defined as α |t−t ′ | λ , which reduces to AR (1) and Exch structures for λ = 1 and λ = 0, respectively, and λ = 0.5 is used for the UN structure. The over-dispersion parameter φ is set to 1 for each case. Under each of 48 different scenarios, 1000 longitudinal replicate data sets are generated via R [19] package PoisBinNonNor [9] . Note that R package PoisBinNonNor also allows to check if there are range violations among pair-wise correlations of binary-binary variables and Poisson-Poisson variables given the true value of the marginal mean and correlation based on the methodology proposed in Demirtas and Hedeker [4] .
For each of the true correlation structures considered (i.e. AR(1), Exch, and UN), the method of GEE is fitted with four different working correlation structures, namely, independence (Indep), AR(1), Exch, and UN via assuming there is no over-dispersion φ = 1 in the outcomes. User defined R codes, which can handle unequally spaced and unbalanced longitudinal data (automatically covers equally spaced unbalanced longitudinal data and balanced longitudinal data), are used to fit all the models considered in the simulation.
Simulation results
Under each of 48 different scenarios, the proportion of times the true working correlation structure is selected by CIC, DBAR, GPC, QIC, RJ1, RJ2, and SC criteria among the candidate working correlation structures Indep, AR(1), Exch, and UN are summarized in Tables 1-8 . The bold values in Tables 1-8 show the highest score within that true correlation structure and sample size combination. Furthermore, the results for the mean squared error values of parameters for each scenario are presented in Appendix B.
Overall, the pattern of results can be described according to three groups among the seven working correlation selection criteria defined in terms of their functional (mathematical) form: {CIC, QIC}, {DBAR, RJ1, RJ2}, and {GP C, SC}, respectively. The first main result is that CIC always selects the UN correlation structure as the best structure in all 48 scenarios, with a value greater than 80%, where QIC does so 40% − 65% of the time. Hence, regardless of the true correlation structure, these two criteria are likely to pick UN as the best structure which calls for caution when using them.
The other main result is that the performance of GPC is always better than that of SC in all 48 scenarios indicating that use of the weight matrix
Notably, when the true working correlation structure is AR(1), GPC always gives the highest score among all criteria (Tables 1-8 ). When the within-subject association level increases from α = 0.2 to α = 0.4, proportion of correct selections by GPC increases (e.g., in Table 1 under AR(1) true working correlation structure and N = 50, GPC has a value of 0.364, whereas in Table 2 under the same settings it is value is 0.421). The performance of GPC also depends on the response type. GPC has slightly better performance for Poisson responses compared to binary responses (e.g., in Table 4 under AR(1) true working correlation structure and N = 50, GPC has a value of 0.407, whereas in Table 8 under the same settings it is value is 0.452).
With respect to identifying the true Exch structure, GPC performs nearly as well as DBAR, RJ1, and RJ2 criteria. In fact, the performance of GPC exceeds 60% in scenarios with Poisson responses, whereas the performance of RJ2 is around 70% in the same cases (e.g., please see Tables 5 and 7) .
When the true working correlation structure is UN, drawing conclusions from the simulation results is not straightforward. As mentioned earlier, regardless of the true structure, the criteria CIC and QIC are very likely to select UN as the best structure. On the other hand, the RJ criteria more often correctly select the unstructured correlation matrix than GPC does. Indeed, the performance of GPC is between 5% − 25%. Actually, the results in Tables B1-B8 in the Appendix also show that even if the true correlation structure is UN, fitting a marginal model via GEE with an UN structure results in higher mean squared error values compared to a model with a simple correlation structure. This implies that the most preferred criteria are the ones with a tendency to pick correlation types with simple structures. This is because the inflation in the number of correlation parameters to be estimated in a model results in a loss of efficiency in regression parameter estimates. At this point we would like to point that authors of similar studies on selection of working correlation structure in marginal analysis of longitudinal data via GEE either do not consider the UN structure as a candidate structure [15] or they specify a large number of candidate structures so that the influence of the UN structure on the simulation results is decreased [11] .
To assess the effect of omitting UN as a candidate working correlation structure, we present limited simulation results showing the proportion of times the criteria select the true correlation structure among Indep, AR(1), and Exch (excluding UN) structures, for balanced longitudinal binary data with different sample sizes when the true within-subject correlation level is α = 0.2. The results in Table 9 show that CIC is very good at selecting the true correlation structure and GPC performs nearly as well as CIC (and better in the Exch and N = 50 scenario) while incorrectly choosing the Indep structure less often than CIC.
5. Illustration of working correlation structure selection with the coronary artery risk development in young adults (CARDIA) study
In this section, binary outcomes for smoking status in a longitudinal cohort of 5, 077 subjects in the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study are considered to illustrate the choice of working correlation structure selection in marginal analysis of longitudinal data with GEE. In the CARDIA study, the cigarette smoking status of participants (yes, no) was ascertained at six study visits beginning in 1986 (year 0) and continuing in follow-up years 2, 5, 7, 10, and 15 (resulting in unequally spaced longitudinal binary data). The age at baseline (ranges between 18 − 30 years), attained education status by the end of study (no college attended, some college, college degree), sex (female, male), and race (black, white) information were also gathered from each participant. Perin et al. [16] analyzed the CARDIA study data with GEE where smoking status was the response variable with follow-up year treated as a categorical variable and a working correlation structure with an Exch type was assumed. The GEE analysis of these data indicated that smoking rates significantly declined from baseline (year 0) to year 15 with greater declines for females than males and for whites compared to blacks. The choice of working correlation structure was based on exploratory analysis rather than any objective criterion. In particular, the Exch type of correlation structure appeared to adequately characterize the within-subject correlation of smoking status over time for CARDIA study participants, where smoking initiation and quitting occur infrequently.
In this study, we re-visit the 15-year CARDIA study data using cubic polynomial models for time with adjustment for participant age, age-squared, and attained education status. Several GEE with different working correlation structures for smoking status (yes, no) with a logit link function are applied to the longitudinal binary data on four subgroups of sex and race, i.e., black females (N = 1473,n = 4.90), black males (N = 1145,n = 4.66), white females (N = 1299,n = 5.29), and white males (N = 1160,n = 5.29), respectively, with N denoting the number of participants in the subgroup andn denoting the average number of visits per participant in the subgroup (i.e., where n i is between 1 − 6 for each participant). Specifically, let the response y it = 1 if the ith young adult at the tth time point was a smoker and 0 otherwise and µ it = E[y it ], the probability that the ith young adult at the jth time point was a smoker (i = 1, . . . , N , t = 1, . . . , n i ), can be described by the following model:
where x 1i = age in years divided by 10, x 2i = x 2 1i , x 3i = 1 if attained education is some college without degree and 0 otherwise, x 4i = 1 if attained education is college degree and 0 otherwise, and year t is years since the first study exam in 1986 divided by 10. As a primary question of interest, we investigate whether smoking rates among young adults changed over time. Secondarily, we examine whether the smoking rate at the first study exam (year 1 = 0) differs from the smoking rate fifteen years later (year 6 = 1.5 decades). Table 10 shows the values of the various working correlation selection criteria for each race and sex group. The GPC identifies the AR(1) working correlation as the best structure for black females, black males, and white males groups and Exch working correlation as the best structure for white females group. SC also agrees with GPC on all cases. Conversely, the CIC, DBAR, RJ1, and RJ2 criteria almost always identify the unstructured correlation as the best structure for all groups.
Application of GEE with the correlation structures suggested by GPC criterion are presented in Table 11 . The results indicate a strong effect of education where smoking rates are significantly greatest among those without college attendance compared to those with at least some college and those with a college degree. For example, while the odds of smoking for a black male without college attendance is 1/exp(−0.964) = 2.622 times higher than that for a black male with a some college attendance, it is 1/exp(−1.787) = 5.972 times higher compared to that for a black male with a college degree. Based on the results in Table 12 , the empirical score test for trend is significant for every group (e.g., P-values are less than 0.001, 0.05, 0.001, and 0.001, respectively) suggesting that the smoking rate changes over time. However, when the year 1986 (year 0) smoking rate is compared to the year 2001 (year 1.5) smoking rate, the difference in rates is not statistically significant for black males (e.g., P-value is 0.580). Fig. 1 shows the smoking trends based on the model applied to the four race and sex subgroups separately when using an AR(1) correlation structure for black females, black males, and white males and an Exch correlation for white females. Fig. 1 shows model-adjusted trends in smoking for each of the three education groups for each race/sex group of young adults and indicates that smoking rates are higher in participants with high school education or less and is much more pronounced in black participants compared to white participants.
Conclusion
This study proposed and evaluated a PRESS statistic for selection of the working correlation structure in marginal analysis of longitudinal data by generalized estimating equations. The simulation results showed that the proposed PRESS statistic has better performance than the SC criterion in all cases, is better than several other existing criteria when the true working correlation structure is AR(1), and is comparable with other criteria when the true working correlation structure is exchangeable. However, the simulation studies showed that GPC performs somewhat poorly with respect to identifying an unstructured correlation structure. This is not necessarily an undesirable result as marginal models with a UN structure fitted with GEE results in higher mean squared error compared to a model with a simpler correlation structure.
Correctly discriminating between an exchangeable (or AR(1)) versus UN correlation matrices is challenging owing to the number of correlation parameters to be estimated in the UN case. Indeed, Westgate [24, 26] showed the estimation of a large number of correlation parameters in the UN structure leads to an increase in the sampling variances of the regression parameters. Westgate [25] proposed a penalization approach to the estimation of the sandwich covariance matrix of the regression parameters in the UN structure which results in higher selection accuracy. Westgate's penalty is applicable to any working correlation selection criteria involving the sandwich covariance estimator of the regression parameters. Since our proposed criterion does not involve the sandwich variance estimator of the regression parameters, the penalty cannot be applied to the GPC criterion. Nonetheless, the GPC criterion needs further development to result in better accuracy in selection of an UN correlation structure.
We focused on selection of the working correlation matrix under the assumption that the marginal mean model is correctly specified. Future investigations of the GPC statistic may include its evaluation for selection of covariates in the linear predictor when correct selection of the correlation matrix is assumed in a GEE analysis. A special case of the GPC statistic for independent responses warrants investigation for variable selection in generalized linear models. For the regression analysis of clustered data with marginal models using GEE, a generalized version of Mallow's C p was shown to perform well relative to variable selection based on Wald and score tests [2] . Other problems that could be addressed include the simultaneous selection of working covariance matrix and the linear predictor in GEE.
As a final note, we should also note that R codes used for fitting marginal models through GEE in this study are adapted from the codes of the R package PGEE [10] which implements penalized generalized estimating equations for analysis of longitudinal data with large number of covariates. The R codes used in this study are extended for the analysis of unequally spaced unbalanced longitudinal data via the method of GEE.
Finally, we would like to draw the attention of authors using R package geepack [8], R package gee [3], and SAS GENMOD procedure [20] in working correlation structure selection problems in GEE to the following remarks: 1) Our small-scale simulation studies show that R package geepack, which uses another set of estimating equations for correlation parameters, estimates the correlation parameter under AR(1) correlation structure with a considerable bias; 2) The R package gee reports an error under AR(1) correlation structure when one of the subjects has only one time point, although it is possible to estimate the correlation parameter; 3) The R package gee cannot handle unequally spaced longitudinal data (whether it is balanced or unbalanced) under AR(1) and UN correlation structures since there is not any input argument taking the spacing between time points as in the waves argument in R package geepack and withinsubject option in repeated statement of SAS GENMOD procedure; and 4) The R package gee and SAS GENMOD procedure estimate the over-dispersion parameter, φ, even if it is set to 1.
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